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QUESTION 1

Which of the following is a PRIMARY objective of reviewing the effectiveness of a new IT governance system that has
been operational for 6 months? 

A. Obtaining executive management support for IT governance 

B. Identifying further governance requirements 

C. Evaluating business performance reports 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 2

The level achieved when all processes of a focus area achieve a particular capability level is referred to as: 

A. the rating level. 

B. the maturity level. 

C. the performance level. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://www.isaca.org/resources/news-and-trends/industry-news/2020/effective-capability-andmaturity-
assessment-using-cobit-2019 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following should a stakeholder do to optimize the use of COBIT? 

A. Customize COBIT guidance to meet industry best practices. 

B. Customize COBIT guidance to meet specific enterprise needs. 

C. Ensure COBIT guidance is strictly followed without alterations. 

Correct Answer: B 

Customizable solution that can address the unique needs of any enterprise. 

Reference: https://www.escoute.com/finally-a-guide-for-tailoring-a-governance-system-for-information-andtechnology/ 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following is a KEY principle of an enterprise governance system? 
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A. It should focus on all technology and information processing, regardless of where processing takes place. 

B. It should focus only on technology and information processing that takes place within the IT function. 

C. It should focus only on technology and information processing that takes place in cost centers 

Correct Answer: A 

A governance system should cover the enterprise end to end, focusing not only on the IT function but on all technology
and information processing the enterprise puts in place to achieve its goals, regardless where the processing is located
in the enterprise. Reference: https://www.futurelearn.com/info/courses/security-operations/0/steps/89307 

 

QUESTION 5

Within a tailored enterprise governance system, a sourcing model for information and technology is associated with: 

A. design factors. 

B. relevant industry frameworks. 

C. focus areas. 

Correct Answer: A 

Design factors can influence the blueprint of your enterprise\\'s governance system and position it for the 

successful use of IandT. 

Reference: https://www.escoute.com/finally-a-guide-for-tailoring-a-governance-system-for-information-andtechnology/ 

 

QUESTION 6

The Goals Cascade model illustrates that each governance or management objective supports the achievement of
alignment goals that are related to: 

A. individual business unit goals. 

B. IT-specific goals. 

C. larger enterprise goals. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

Reference: https://informationsecurity.report/Resources/Whitepapers/f9d00ce2-f760-4be5-bdd8fa44371493b7_Relating-
the-COSO-Internal-Control-Integrated-Framework-andCOBIT_whp_Eng_0314.pdf 

 

QUESTION 7

According to Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI), which of the following BEST describes Level 2 within the five
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maturity levels for processes? 

A. The process achieves its purpose through the application of a basic, yet complete, set of activities that can be
characterized as performed. 

B. The process achieves its purpose in a much more organized way using organizational assets, and processes are
typically well defined. 

C. The process more or less achieves its purpose through the application of an incomplete set of activities that can be
characterized as intuitive and not very organized. 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://www.tutorialspoint.com/cmmi/cmmi-maturity-levels.htm 

 

QUESTION 8

An enterprise\\'s business line managers have voiced concerns because the cost of governance-required improvements
is perceived as too expensive. How can the IT governance team BEST address this concern? 

A. Improve the communication of business benefits. 

B. Involve business line managers in the improvement planning process. 

C. Share the return on investment (ROI) analysis. 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://core.ac.uk/download/pdf/78102451.pdf (214) 

 

QUESTION 9

Which of the following cascades to enterprise goals? 

A. Stakeholder needs 

B. Organizational objectives 

C. Enterprise strategy 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://www.oreilly.com/library/view/governance-of-enterprise/9781849285193/xhtml/ appendix03.html 

 

QUESTION 10

Which COBIT principle addresses the need to consider how many changes in technology or strategy impact the
enterprise governance system as a whole? 

A. A governance system should be tailored to the enterprise\\'s needs. 
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B. A governance system should cover the enterprise end to end. 

C. A governance system should be dynamic. 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://www.escoute.com/finally-a-guide-for-tailoring-a-governance-system-for-information-andtechnology/ 

 

QUESTION 11

Which of the following is ESSENTIAL to help ensure that a project\\'s benefits are identified and continually monitored? 

A. A well-developed business case 

B. Earned value management reporting 

C. Stage gate reviews by a governance team 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference:
https://thesai.org/Downloads/Volume5No7/Paper_14A_Tool_Design_of_Cobit_Roadmap_Implementation.pdf 

 

QUESTION 12

Which of the following is the PRIMARY purpose of implementing an enterprise governance of information and
technology (EGIT) system? 

A. To document IandT business objectives and processes 

B. To deliver stakeholder value from IandT-enabled investments 

C. To comply with IandT regulatory requirements 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 13

The alignment goal titled "Enabling and supporting business processes by integrating applications and technology" is
aligned to which IT balanced scorecard (BSC) dimension? 

A. Financial 

B. Internal 

C. Customer 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://community.mis.temple.edu/mis5203sec001sp2019/files/2019/01/COBIT-2019Framework-Introduction-
and-Methodology_res_eng_1118.pdf page 31. 
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QUESTION 14

Which of the following BEST describes the "managed innovation" management objective of the COBIT core model? 

A. Optimize available IT capabilities to support the IT strategy and roadmap. 

B. Achieve competitive advantage, improve customer experience and improve operational effectiveness. 

C. Support the digital transformation strategy of the organization and deliver the desired value. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://netmarket.oss.aliyuncs.com/df5c71cb-f91a-4bf8-85a6-991e1c2c0a3e.pdf (81) 

 

QUESTION 15

Which of the following is a principle associated with the key components of a governance framework? 

A. The interaction among key components will impede automation and should therefore be limited. 

B. The relationships among key components should be identified to maximize consistency. 

C. Key components should function independently to maintain integrity. 

Correct Answer: C 
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